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Matc west allis jobs

Ranking by: Link - The date of page 1 of the 18 posts displayed here are job ads that match the query. In fact it may be compensated by these employers, which helps to preserve the freedom of job seekers. In fact, job ads are classified based on a set of employer bids and their relevantity, such as search terms and
other activities in fact. For more information, see the terms of service in general, how important are these functions? By creating a functional alert, you agree to our terms. You can change your approval settings at any time by unsubscribeor or on our terms. Ranking by: Link - The date of page 1 of the 146 posts
displayed here are job ads that match the query. In fact it may be compensated by these employers, which helps to preserve the freedom of job seekers. In fact, job ads are classified based on a set of employer bids and their relevantity, such as search terms and other activities in fact. For more information, see the
terms of service already by creating a functional alert, you agree to our terms. You can change your approval settings at any time by unsubscribeor or on our terms. This job description and list of his duties and responsibilities is a business project. The candidate accepting this position will be asked to cooperate with the
Department and Human Resources Leadership to further review and refine the job description. This may include tracking the work and time spent on various functions in order to develop a more accurate list of duties and responsibilities that move forward. Schedule: Full-time - up to 38.75 hours per week. Hours vary
depending on the needs of departments. Admission is the first service for student services. Core responsibilities include exemplary customer service for students, families and the university community. Access to limited supervision within a broad framework of standard policies and procedures. Practice good governance
and tact; provide information and support regarding the admission process and requirements where necessary; establish and maintain good public relations with staff, students and society as a whole. The first point of contact for students seeking admission to college. Help students in the admissionprocess. Featured
duties and responsibilities greet visitors and help potential students and/or parents with questions or concerns related to visiting the campus or app. Maintains an appropriate inventory of all necessary admission materials. As a communication with navigator acceptance. Sort students through the responsibilities of the
admission explorer. Receiving, processing and examining student documents. Provide follow-up calls to students. Identify the steps of visiting students in the admission process and provide appropriate support, including completing applications, referrals to other departments and/or linking students to resources within the
college. Carry out a wide range of written, administrative and technical activities of the admissions department. Provide information to students and the public for all college admissions. With student registration when needed, troubleshooting online registration errors with students. Provide information and personal
assistance over the phone to students, employees and the public regarding college functions, procedures and policies. Assistance in accessing and completing the registration, acceptance and financial aid process. Check the information for accuracy and completeness within the student services department. Keep
relevant files, records, records and lists in accordance with student service policies and procedures. Start and maintain electronic data in accordance with procedures. Ensure appropriate referrals to others for more information or resources when necessary. Seek to understand the personal background of others and the
situation and uses this understanding to provide appropriate guidance and services. Perform other related tasks as required for the effective operations of the Division. Education qualifications: High school graduation or G.E.D. Preferred Education: Certificate of Enrollment. Required experience: Six (6) years of office
experience with strong customer service efficiency. Two (2) years of experience in word processing or any similar combination of training, knowledge, skills, abilities and experience that demonstrate the required cognitive skills and abilities. Preferred experience: work knowledge and experience in recruitment and
admissions/registration management. Knowledge, skills and abilities to know the accepted trends, issues and practices relevant to this position. The ability to communicate effectively with a wide range of individuals and circles in a diverse society. Show active and attentive listening and has the patience to hear people.
The ability to work in teams. Cooperation is essential to the outcome of all areas and takes accountability for high-end and accurate outcomes. Balance confidentiality with customer/student service and satisfaction. Displays diplomacy, tact and respect for customers in all cases. Demonstrates hospitality by interacting
with customers and inviting others to conversations. Strong customer service skills, both verbal and written. A team player with creativity, patience and perseverance. Able to work well under pressure. Shows strong diplomatic skills and the ability to make sound judgments. The ability to work positively in a high-volume,
high-volume, fast-paced student service environment geared to the team both independently and collaboratively. Comprehensive knowledge, or desire to learn, a Datatel fellow and a Microsoft Office suite. A basic understanding and knowledge of the college's resources for students. Strong oral and written
communication skills. The ability to communicate effectively with potential students and diverse families in ability, background, age and academic interest in small and large group settings with tact and balance. Ideal skills in independent decision-making and critical thinking. Proven customer skills Cooperation, planning,
prioritization and organization. Supervisory responsibilities are nothing. Employee benefits at the MATC Health Insurance Profile offers a choice between two medical insurance plans and when choosing coverage begins on the first month following the start date. See below for plan types: PPO High Discount PPO MATC
contributes a generous percentage towards medical premium. All medical plans include prescription medications and vision benefits at no additional staff costs. The dental insurance company MATC offers a traditional plan for group teeth through the dental delta, when choosing a dental insurance plan that begins to
cover the first month after the start date. The annual maximum for the person covered is $2,500; The insurance amount is based on rounded annual profits to the top $1,000.00. Interest is doubled in the case of accidental death. Supplemental life insurance is also available at group rates for you, your spouse, and your
ma'ans. MATC provides long-term disability insurance through Madison National Life After 30 days of work and is paid in full by the College. The benefits provided are equivalent to 2.3 66 per cent of basic monthly income. Regular full-time retirement benefits MATC employees who are hired for more than 12 months
become members of the Wisconsin retirement system from the first day of work. The College currently pays the full cost of the employer's contribution (6.55 per cent), and the full portion of the employee's contribution is paid at 6.55 per cent of the salary. There is a five-year maturity requirement in order to qualify for any
employer contributions made on behalf of the employee. MATC sick leave benefits provide its employees with a generous sick leave plan in each calendar year. Each employee may accumulate up to 150 hours of full sick leave with an unlimited half-day accumulation. MATC Vacation Benefits offers a holiday policy for
employees for the purpose of rest and relaxation. The leave is earned at a generous rate in each year of employment. (not available for teachers) Paid Holdiays MATC offers paid holidays based on attitude. Pay tuition fees and waive employees are eligible to pay tuition fees and waive after the completion of the
probationary period. The amount allowed in the fiscal year is 12 balances in the Interim Ministry of Labour of $1,400 in other accredited institutions. Company: Milwaukee Technical College District – 4.1Company Location: West Allis, WI part-time Milwaukee job, WI candidates need to be able to work in the city or state
specific preparation/provision of education, curriculum development, classroom management/laboratory, attending departmental meetings, evaluating student performance, and managing equipment/supplies. You must have a master's degree. Part-time job. A part-time job West Allis, WI candidates need to be able to
work in the city or specific state will perform administrative tasks to attract, retain students, enter data, process texts, greeting/help visitors direct them to a suitable person, track the budget, and collect/analyze information for reports. It must have an AA and exp one year. A milwaukee part-time job, candidates need to be
able to work in the specific city or state to diagnose learning behaviors, develop strategies for students, encourage study skills behaviors, coordinate campus private lesson services, maintain data on campus status, and maintain supply stocks. Part-time job. A part-time milwaukee job, WI candidates need to be able to
work in the city or state specified document preparation, answer ing phones, direct visitors, and help with bookkeeping. The part-time work centre pays $16.09 per hour. You must be bilingual, have an HS or GED diploma, and have two or more years of written experience. A part-time milwaukee job, WI candidates need
to be able to work in the city or state specified to advise current/potential students with financial aid programs and help apply in this part-time role. To have a bachelor's degree in a related field, and to have a two-year experience with the Financial Aid Office or financial institution. A part-time Milwaukee job, WI candidates
need to be able to work in the city or specific state looking for an aid specialist for a part-time job requiring a bachelor/bachelor's business-focused, two-year+ financial aid office experience, Spanish/English bilingual skills, and exceptional communications. You will provide student support and dissemination of information.
Mequon temporary job, wi candidates need to be able to work in the city or state designated library secretary necessary. This is a part-time role. Pays $25.77 an hour. Long-term appointment for 43 weeks. Providing literacy services to the college and the community. Duties include analysing customer requests to
determine the need for information. A req. part-time job in Milwaukee, Wave candidates need to be able to work in the city or state planned plan courses, supervise laboratories, and provide education in mechanical design technology. He must have a bachelor's degree in a related field and 2 years of professional
experience. The part-time work centre pays up to $32.85 per hour. A part-time job milwaukee, WI candidates need to be able to work in the city or state-specific teaching college level math courses; Provide feedback and adequate consultation for students. A master's degree with 1+ years of teaching experience and 1+
years of experience in industry mathematics. Part-time job; $27.45 - $38.26 per hour. Part-time, temporary job Milwaukee, WI candidates need to be able to work in a city or a specific state part-time, temporary job. Bachelor prefers. Duties include diagnosing learning behaviors, developing strategies to help students



achieve academic goals, and encouraging positive learning behaviors and study skills. $21.59 Hours. A part-time milwaukee job, WI candidates need to be able to work in the city or specific state will be responsible for classroom/laboratory management, equipment management, supplies, materials, preparation for
education, and student performance assessment. Previous relevant experience required. A part-time schedule. $27.45-$38.26/Hr. Part-time job milwaukee, WI candidates need to be able to work in the city or specific state will work on preparing and delivering education, classroom management/laboratory, curriculum
development, student performance assessment, and enhanced education/training program. Favorite master's degree. A part-time schedule. $27.45 - $38.26/Hr. Part-time WI job candidates need to be able to work in the city or state-specific math teacher needed for a part-time opportunity. The candidate will be preparing
to give instructions. Student performance should be assessed and students advised on academic issues. Bachelor's degree and previous teaching experience required. A part-time Milwaukee job, WI candidates need to be able to work in the city or state designated assistance with educational processes by providing
support for health science programs. Individual and small lessons will provide a set and prepare specialized equipment. Part-time job at an hourly rate of $19.18. A part-time job milwaukee, WI candidates need to be able to work in a city or state a specific part-time opportunity. $30.50 - $35.55 per hour. Responsibilities
include preparing for esl delivery and instructions, classroom management, curriculum development, monitoring and review, equipment and supplies management, and student performance assessment. A part-time, temporary job milwaukee, WI candidates need to be able to work in the city or state specified to perform
writing duties and routine clerical activities in this part-time position. He must have a high school/GED degree and two-year written work training or equivalent education/experience. Spanish and English fluency is required. Temporary. A part-time job west of Alice, WI candidates need to be able to work in the city or state-
specific educational assistant sought for a part-time job providing holistic support, conducting research, preparing and maintaining equipment, and more. AD related, extensive knowledge of the interior design industry required. A part-time job milwaukee, WWE candidates need to be able to work in the city or state-specific
computer support specialist needed for a part-time opportunity. It will answer calls and help with hardware, software, networks, and other computer-related technologies. Previous relevant experience is required. A part-time job milwaukee, WI candidates need to be able to work in the city or specific state to prepare and
provide education and perform teaching activities. Laboratory management, classrooms and curriculum development. Part-time job with a pay rate of $27.45 - $38.26/hour. Part-time job milwaukee, wave candidates need to be able to work in the city The state has identified a customer service representative required for a
part-time job to answer customer inquiries, resolve problems, and disseminate information. Related associate certification, six+ years of office preparation experience, strong customer service skills are a must. A part-time job milwaukee, WI candidates need to be able to work in the city or state specified to look for a
speech coach for a part-time job starting at $27.45 an hour. He will coordinate lessons, teach in the classroom, facilitate student conversations, build relationships, and provide academic support. Comm MA/MS required speech. A part-time job milwaukee, WWE candidates need to be able to work in a city or state-
specific office technician needed. Perform ing various and difficult written duties. Draft forms and authoring form messages. Schedule travel appointments and arrangements. 2- Grade 2 years and 3 years exp. req. part-time. Pays $20.40 an hour. Up to 19 hours per week. A part-time Milwaukee job, WI candidates need
to be able to work in the city or state designated educational assistant needed. Part-time role. Pays $22.27 an hour. Up to 19 hours per week. Assistance in monitoring activities. Help students with lesson tasks. Planning and preparing practical exercises. Some colleges are required. Mequon part-time job, WI candidates
need to be able to work in the city or state-specific customer service representative needed. Pays $22.53 an hour. Part-time. Answer queries and questions. Determine the customer's needs. Show good judgment. Work as a member of the team. 2 year related and 6 years exp degree required. A part-time Milwaukee job,
WI candidates need to be able to work in the city or designated state providing instructions to students who are preparing for computer maintenance and help desk jobs. A master's degree in computer science or similar field or equivalent education and experience is required. Part-time. The payment range is $27.45 -
$38.26/hour. $38.26/hour.
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